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Do you love seeing maps with detailed towns and buildings, but lack the artistic skill to create them yourself? Then this pack is
just for you.

Fantastic Buildings: Medieval contains 45 detailed and unique buildings that are ready to be used in your maps. Some can even
be combined with different tiles for alternate versions. Just select the building in the editor, and place it on the map - it's that

simple!

This pack contains:

A variety of functional buildings such as inns/pubs, stables, churches, tents and NPC homes.

Specialized buildings such as blacksmith, guild and castle.

Easy to use materials -- already formatted into tile sheets for you!

Material that matches the RTP, as well as the large variety of Celianna's resources.

Bonus: Tile object details (gallows, lamp posts, garden/farm fields, market stalls, castle walls, hanging signs), Tile A4
ground tiles and parallax extras.
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So you need to tweak some of this tiles inroder to make them in working order. Tiles looks good but you guys can do much
better. Atleast your game will look bit different. Lots of nice looking buildings but most of the doors don't line up with a
square.. Great for quick Town Bulding but, the stair railing arnt work able niether is the bridge.. I thought the problem of
"Parallax_sheet" was already fixed, but seems like the producer has no intend to solve the glitch.

So you get what you deserve.. Lots of nice looking buildings but most of the doors don't line up with a square.. Great for quick
Town Bulding but, the stair railing arnt work able niether is the bridge.. DO NOT BUY: I expected this to be some form of
Tileset, but it really isn't. It's just a bunch of Pre-defined buildings that you can paste into your game. RPG Maker already has a
stigma of being "that game engine where every game made looks the same" the last thing we need is garbage like this where
people play your game and LOL because they knew exactly where the content comes from. Perhaps make this actually worth
paying for by breaking it all down into parts that people can use to create something unique. This set has a handful of tiles that
are actually useful, but I don't think a few floor tiles is worth the money you spend.. I really like the buildings and the floor but i
don't recommend this pack because you can't really create anything unique other than the premade buildings and the buildings
don't match with the squares, so you need to edit the tileset by yourself on photoshop or similar.. I thought the problem of
"Parallax_sheet" was already fixed, but seems like the producer has no intend to solve the glitch.

So you get what you deserve.
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This is for Ace. It was not for MV ... If you are gonna sell it for MV at least change something .... So you need to tweak some of
this tiles inroder to make them in working order. Tiles looks good but you guys can do much better. Atleast your game will look
bit different. This is for Ace. It was not for MV ... If you are gonna sell it for MV at least change something .... "Already
formatted" my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I had to correct a lot of mistakes. For example, the log church, the stone
entrance, etc. Since there's no autotile, I have to rescale, sharpen and create my own, and the parralax tiles given were too small.
This is definitely not plug and play.. "Already formatted" my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I had to correct a lot of
mistakes. For example, the log church, the stone entrance, etc. Since there's no autotile, I have to rescale, sharpen and create my
own, and the parralax tiles given were too small. This is definitely not plug and play.. DO NOT BUY: I expected this to be some
form of Tileset, but it really isn't. It's just a bunch of Pre-defined buildings that you can paste into your game. RPG Maker
already has a stigma of being "that game engine where every game made looks the same" the last thing we need is garbage like
this where people play your game and LOL because they knew exactly where the content comes from. Perhaps make this
actually worth paying for by breaking it all down into parts that people can use to create something unique. This set has a
handful of tiles that are actually useful, but I don't think a few floor tiles is worth the money you spend.. I really like the
buildings and the floor but i don't recommend this pack because you can't really create anything unique other than the premade
buildings and the buildings don't match with the squares, so you need to edit the tileset by yourself on photoshop or similar.
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